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16 March 2020
To all Members of JIV

Given the outcomes of the last 24 hours, we have had no option but to postpone
the convention and 50th year celebrations in Malaysia to a future date. As one of
the topics on the agenda is to move the AGM and convention to August, my
suggestion would be to reconvene for 14th – 16th August 2020. Of course this is not
a presumption (by me) that this motion will be passed, but I think it achieves a
couple things, being hopefully enough time for this thing to go away, and also gets
members reactions to the proposed change of date. Currently my recommendation
to Clarence, is to hold onto the current Registration fees, as Malaysia requires
funds for deposits already paid.
WOW – What an exciting time to be alive eh??!! Thanks again for everyone’s cooperation and understanding on this, as you know it’s a moving target (literally)
so we can only make decisions based on the most recent information available. I
expect this to change again many times before.
The new date, but I will also keep you informed as the information arrives. With
some luck and the fact that we now have an extra 4 months or so, I trust we can
convince more of our members to come along. This extra time may also allow for
Snark of the Universe Steve Allison to attend, so Please re-evaluate your ability to
attend this momentous, and what will now be “Infamous” Convention. I would
love to get our Aussie numbers up to at least 50, which means another 15 members
plus partners, from those currently committed. Along with the “Cats are Plenty in
2020”, “50 for our 50th” should be a catch cry we could all adopt?!!

Look Forward to your comments
Health, Happiness and Long Life

Ray Lamari 97512
JIV President

